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A B S T R A C T
Aesthetic enjoyment and perception are increasingly recognized as important values of cultural landscapes. The
study of these values transcends mere physical attributes of the landscape and requires assessment of its social
meaning. In recent years the usage of social media has gained momentum to study the aesthetic preferences and
perception of the environment. However, until now the different approaches have not yet been sufficiently
combined to provide more in depth understanding of what attracts people in the landscape We propose a robust
methodology using social media photos from Flickr and Panoramio to estimate the correlation between land-
scape attributes and landscape preferences. We combine formal modeling of spatial photo distribution based on
the occurrence of landscape elements with content analysis of the photos to pinpoint what it is in a landscape
that attracts people. We use the Kromme Rijn Area –a peri-urban area in the center of the Netherlands and a
popular recreation area- as case study area. The analysis shows that this area is appreciated by its visitors and
residents for the presence of monumental buildings, small water bodies and opportunities for hikes along
grasslands. The method successfully linked the structural elements of the landscape with the revealed pre-
ferences, providing a way of quantifying the appreciation of the landscape. Qualitative surveys remain essential
to study motivations for outdoor recreation, but social media data can be incorporated as evidence of what
elements of the landscape are valued, where people are interacting with the landscape, and how these inter-
actions characterize a landscape.
1. Introduction
Cultural landscapes are, besides their role in food production, in-
creasingly recognized and valued as objects of aesthetic beauty (Buijs,
Pedroli, & Luginbühl, 2006). Their importance for economic welfare
and well-being, through for instance recreation, or sense of place, in-
spired ample scholarly work on the link between these non-material
benefits and the physical landscape attributes (Van Zanten, Verburg,
Koetse, & van Beukering, 2014). However, the study of these values
transcends mere physical attributes of the landscape and requires as-
sessment of its social meaning within a given context (Lothian, 1999;
Plieninger et al., 2015). Traditional stated preference approaches often
rely on choice experiments representing different landscape attributes
with context specific (manipulated) photographs to gain insight into
landscape preferences (e.g. Barroso, Pinto-Correia, Ramos, Surová, &
Menezes, 2012; van Berkel and Verburg, 2014; van Zanten, Verburg,
Scholte, and Tieskens, 2016b). The on-site employment of photographs
in choice modeling is generally regarded as an adequate method to
unravel landscape preferences as it allows for keeping external factors
such as light and weather conditions equal while manipulating land-
scape elements present in photos (Steen Jacobsen, 2007). However,
photographs are unable to capture the experience people have in a
landscape as the photo is imposed by the researcher (Scott & Canter,
1997). Consequently, choice experiments cannot avert suffering from a
hypothetical bias (Hanley, Mourato, & Wright, 2001).
The rise of social media has opened up new paths in landscape
preference studies. Platforms such as Flickr, Panoramio, and Instagram
allow their users to upload photos of the environment and place them
on a digital map (Casalegno, Inger, Desilvey, & Gaston, 2013; Wood,
Guerry, Silver, & Lacayo, 2013). Together, they provide a publicly
available database of volunteered geographic information (VGI) with
millions of geo-tagged photos spread all over the world (Goodchild,
2007). One of the main advantages of VGI is that it gives an insight into
spatial choices and preferences of people without bias of experiments or
surveys (Schlieder & Matyas, 2009). Within the last decade applications
of VGI have been numerous and include semantic spatial analysis to
study collective understandings of spatial concepts (Hollenstein &
Purves, 2010) or using sentiment analysis of Twitter data to analyze
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presidential election (Gordon, 2013). Recent studies show how VGI
allows employing photos generated by users, as proxies for their land-
scape preferences, rather than hypothetically stated preferences for
different landscapes (Gliozzo, Pettorelli, & Haklay, 2016; Hausmann
et al., 2017; Oteros-Rozas, Martín-López, Fagerholm, Bieling, &
Plieninger, 2017; van Zanten et al., 2016a).
Wood et al. (2013) were among the first to utilize social media
content for landscape value research. They found evidence that actual
visitation rates can successfully be predicted using the density of geo-
tagged Flickr photos. Where Wood et al. (2013) used the trail of geo-
tagged photos to explain spatial behavior of people, Casalegno et al.
(2013) applied a similar method but instead mapped preferences. They
used Panoramio densities as a proxy for the aesthetic value of land-
scapes in Cornwall, UK. When analyzed in combination with spatial
data, the spatial patterns of photo density can reveal the preference for
different landscape attributes (van Zanten et al., 2016a) or the con-
sequences of land-use change (Sonter, Watson, Wood, & Ricketts,
2016). Currently social media data are also incorporated in the fre-
quently used InVEST ecosystem service models to represent recreation
services (Sharp et al., 2016). Yet another step further, Richards and
Friess (2015), Tenerelli, Demšar, and Luque (2016), and Oteros-Rozas
et al. (2017) not only use the spatial locations of photos but also in-
corporated the actual content of the photos to make sure only relevant
photos are taken into account and to analyze what is actually on the
photos to gain more information on landscape preferences. All these
studies make stepwise advances in the interpretation of social media for
landscape preferences. However, until now the different approaches
have not yet been sufficiently combined to provide more in depth un-
derstanding of what attracts people in the landscape.
The objective of this paper is to synthesize different approaches to
interpret social media photos to pinpoint what it is in a landscape that
attracts people. We hypothesize that more insight can be obtained by
incorporating both qualitative content of photos as well as the spatial
relation to the environment where the photo is taken, to be achieved by
combining spatial regression of photo density with systematic content
analysis. We used the Kromme Rijn area, a peri-urban agricultural area
in the center of the Netherlands as an example case study area.
2. Methodology
The fundamental assumption in this paper is a direct correlation
between the density of photos and the aesthetic appreciation of cultural
landscapes. A cultural landscape can be described by the combination
of its physical components, its management intensity and its cultural
value and meaning (Tieskens et al., 2016). These three dimensions
determine how a cultural landscape is perceived and valued (Plieninger
et al., 2015). We are interested in the causal relation between the
physical components of the landscape and its appreciation by people. In
prior studies plenty of evidence was found to support the claim that
higher densities of Flickr and Panoramio photos suggest higher visita-
tion rates and appreciation of the landscape (Hausmann et al., 2017;
Kisilevich, Krstajic, Keim, Andrienko, & Andrienko, 2010; Sun, Fan,
Helbich, & Zipf, 2013; Wood et al., 2013). Moreover, multiple studies
showed that differences in photo density can partly be attributed to the
presence or absence of landscape elements (Gliozzo et al., 2016; van
Zanten et al., 2016a). Following van Zanten et al. (2016a) we hy-
pothesize a positive relation between the presence of landscape ele-
ments such as water bodies, tree lines and forest, and the aesthetic
appreciation of people, measured by photo density.
To test our hypotheses, we downloaded all geo-tagged photos on
Flickr and Panoramio in the case study area and performed a negative
binomial linear regression to explain photo density with a set of spatial
variables consisting of physical landscape attributes, demographics,
infrastructure and place specific highlights. Subsequently, photos in
areas with large residuals were analyzed using systematic content
analysis to derive meaningful inferences about the relation between the
landscape and aesthetic appreciation by people.
Fig. 1. Location of case study Kromme Rijn area.
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2.1. Case study area
The Kromme Rijn area (Fig. 1) is a typical peri-urban agricultural
area in the center of the Netherlands in the Utrecht province. The area
is located on the eastern boundary of Utrecht (city), the fourth biggest
city in the Netherlands, making it an ideal location for daily recreation
of urbanites. The area contains several towns of which Houten is the
largest with just under 50 thousand inhabitants. In total the area was
populated by 135.000 people in 2014 (CBS, 2014). Different landscape
elements form a variety of typical Dutch landscapes, varying from
mosaics with patched forests to wide open pastures on the river bank.
Meandering through the case study area is the Kromme Rijn; a stream
whose banks were a desirable location for 19th century castles and
estates, making the area popular amongst tourists and day-trippers.
2.2. Data
As a proxy for the spatial allocation of aesthetic enjoyment we used
the density of unique user uploads of publicly available geo-referenced
Panoramio and Flickr content (Tieskens et al., 2016). We chose Pa-
noramio and Flickr because other platforms that have similar potential
to contain valuable information have major pitfalls. Twitter users
foremost report temporal rather than spatial conditions, while Face-
book does not provide the opportunity to download specific geo-
graphical content. Instagram does provide an opportunity to download
geo-tagged images and is widely used (van Zanten et al., 2016a).
However, the Instagram database of geo-tagged photos in Kromme Rijn
area only contained 150 geo-tagged photos of the landscape and was,
therefore, discarded.
The data were downloaded from the Panoramio and Flickr servers
using automated API requests with Python. With these requests we
downloaded both the meta-data (geo-tag, upload date and user name)
and the actual photo. We downloaded all publicly available data from
data sources dated between 2004 and 2017 (Flickr) and 2006 and 2014
(Panoramio). We merged the two data sources as the spatial patterns of
Panoramio and Flickr photos are comparable (van Zanten et al., 2016a)
and the difference in time period was regarded small in the context of a
relatively stable landscape. Next, we used Corine 100-m land cover data
for the year 2006 (EEA, 2012) to filter only photos geo-tagged on non-
urban land cover (Tieskens et al., 2016; van Zanten et al., 2016a). We
chose Corine 2006 as it was closest to the date of the oldest photo in our
dataset. Land cover changes between Corine 2006 and Corine 2012
were negligible, making Corine 2006 sufficient for all data. We found
no evidence of any significant landscape changes within our case study
area that make it necessary to assess the impact of temporal changes in
user content across the period. As landscape photos can also be taken
from within urban land cover, and to account for inaccuracies in the
Corine land cover representation, we included photos from within a
200-m distance of non-urban land cover too. Data were downloaded for
the case study area and a buffer of 500m around the area to account for
edge-effects when calculating densities.
The Panoramio dataset contained 7751 photos while the Flickr
dataset consisted of 34,401 photos. To avoid bias of very active users
we only included one randomly selected photo per user per square
kilometer. Both datasets contained a substantial number of photos un-
related to landscape aesthetics. Following Tenerelli et al. (2016) we
performed a content analysis of all photos to filter out those photos
unrelated to landscape aesthetics. We included only those photos in
which the landscape was the main topic. Photos of castles, other
buildings, vehicles, or people were excluded. For Panoramio this
yielded 3852 photos made by 742 unique users and for Flickr 5579
photos by 898 unique users. On average we manually categorized 1000
photos per hour, totaling to about nine hours work load. We cannot rule
out any overlap between the users of the two platforms. Based on the
timestamp attached to each photo we determined whether a photo was
taken during the winter (December 21–March 20), spring (March
21–June 20), summer (June 21–September 20) or fall (September
21–December 20). In addition to an analysis with all data, we per-
formed a regression analysis for each season separately to capture
seasonal differences.
We divided the area in a grid of 100-m cells and calculated the total
number of unique user uploads in a 250-m radius neighborhood for
each grid cell to account for errors in the location accuracy and the
unknown direction of photos. The geotag accuracy error of Flickr rarely
exceeds 250m, while Panoramio geotags are even more accurate
(Zielstra & Hochmair, 2013). The final distribution had a mean value of
7.7 unique user uploads per neighborhood of 250m and standard de-
viation of 9.6. Accessibility is often mentioned as one of the most im-
portant predictors for social media activity. Locations close to roads
have often much higher chances of containing social media content
than locations not connected by roads (Tenerelli et al., 2016; van
Zanten et al., 2016a; Wood et al., 2013). An explorative examination of
the dependent variable revealed that 95% of all photos in our database
were geo-tagged within 100m from a road and more than 99% within a
distance of 250m from a road. As our main question is focused on the
relation between the aesthetic enjoyment and the landscape rather than
the accessibility, we snapped all photos (within a distance of 250m) to
the most recent Open Street Map roads map (OpenStreetMap
Contributors., 2017), assuming that photos were taken from a road and
included only those grid cells covered by this road network. Photos
further than 250m from a road were discarded. All spatial predictors
used in the analysis were also masked to exclude non-road cells.
2.3. Spatial predictors
For each grid cell, we gathered a set of landscape characteristics
representing the most important predictors of aesthetic enjoyment
mentioned in the literature: hiking and cycling infrastructure, distance
to water bodies, recreation sites and landscape elements, and popula-
tion density (Kienast, Degenhardt, Weilenmann, Wäger, & Buchecker,
2012; Ode & Fry, 2006; van Zanten et al., 2016a; Van Zanten et al.,
2014). For population density we used the total population within a
certain radius (Kienast et al., 2012). We explored the explanatory
power of using a radius of respectively 1 km, 2 km, 5 km 7 km and
10 km. In this test the seven-kilometer radius had the highest ex-
planatory power, and we therefore adopted a seven-kilometer radius.
To account for recreation infrastructure, we included the presence of
official hiking and cycling routes. We used the location of castles, es-
tates, windmills and churches to account for touristic attraction, based
on the listed attractions on the website of the official tourist agency for
the Kromme Rijn area (VVV Kromeerijnstreek., 2017; VVV Utrechtse
Heuvelrug., 2017). To measure the effect of landscape elements on
aesthetic enjoyment we used a map of areas designated with specific
nature or landscape conservation management restrictions. We simpli-
fied and aggregated the landscape types into six categories: fresh water,
grassland, forest, heath and marshland, green linear landscape elements
(GLLE) (tree lines, lanes and hedgerows), and orchards (Provincie
Utrecht, 2016). For these six categories, as well as for the touristic at-
traction layer we calculated the inverse of the distance to these features
with a maximum of 500m (i.e. those cells containing the feature have a
value of 500, decreasing by 1 every meter away from it to a value of
zero in all cells more than 500m away). The threshold of 500m de-
livered the most predictive power in our models, after comparing a
threshold of 500, 1000 and 2000m. To measure the diversity in land
cover we used the Shannon Diversity Index. Table 1 shows a list of all
predictors used.
2.4. Model estimation
The goal of the model estimation was to predict the density of
photos in the best possible way, explaining a maximum fraction of the
variance with the least possible number of predictors to estimate the
K.F. Tieskens et al. Landscape and Urban Planning 177 (2018) 128–137
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influence of landscape attributes on perceived landscape aesthetics
controlling for other spatial determinants. We applied generalized
linear modeling (GLM) to predict the aesthetic enjoyment in the
Kromme Rijn area, as approximated by the unique user uploads of
landscape photos (Fig. 2), using the set of predictors as listed in Table 1.
To perform the GLM we used the MASS package in R (Ripley et al.,
2013). The selection of predictors in the final model was done by both
ways stepwise selection of predictors maximizing the residual deviance
reduction adjusted for the number of degrees of freedom (adjusted D2)
(Guisan & Zimmermann, 2000). We checked for multi-collinearity by
calculating the variance inflation factor (VIF) of each predictor (Guisan
& Zimmermann, 2000).
A distribution of non-negative discrete values, such as the photo
count in this study, is often fitted with a Poisson distribution (Tenerelli
et al., 2016; van Zanten et al., 2016a). However, a Poisson distribution
only has one parameter, assuming the mean equals the variance. The
variance of the dependent variable (σ2= 92.4) was much larger than
the mean (μ=7.7), indicating severe over-dispersion. Therefore, we
used a negative binomial distribution instead, which is very similar to a
Poisson distribution but has one extra parameter, allowing the variance
to be independent from the mean. To calibrate the relative importance
of each predictor we use hierarchal partitioning, using the hier.part
package in R (Walsh and MacNally, 2008). With hierarchal partitioning
a goodness of fit measure (GOF) is calculated for each possible com-
bination of predictors. The relative importance for each predictor is the
average of the difference in GOF of each combination with and without
the respective predictor (Chevan & Sutherland, 1991). As our regression
is modeled with a negative binomial distribution with a log link we use
the log likelihood as GOF (Chevan & Sutherland, 1991).
2.5. Content analysis
To validate the results of the GLM we performed a content analysis
of all landscape photos and identified all landscape elements present in
each photo. To determine which landscapes elements were on the
photos we randomly drew a set of 2000 photos and recoded all visible
Table 1
Spatial predictors used for model estimation.
Parameter Description Data source
Hiking Presence of long distance hiking trail Wandelnet (2017)
Cycling Presence of national cycling network route Waypoint Planner (2017)
Monuments Inverse distance to touristic attractions Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (2017), VVV Kromeerijnstreek (2017), VVV Utrechtse Heuvelrug
(2017)
Population Population within radius of 7 km CBS (2014)
Water Inverse distance to fresh water Provincie Utrecht (2016)
Grass Inverse distance to all grass lands Provincie Utrecht (2016)
Forest Inverse distance to all forests Provincie Utrecht (2016)
Heath Inverse distance to heath and marsh land Provincie Utrecht (2016)
GLLE Inverse distance to green linear landscape elements Provincie Utrecht (2016)
Orchards Inverse distance to orchards Provincie Utrecht (2016)
Shannon Shannon Diversity Index
Slope Maximum slope in cell (in meters) PDOK (2017)
Fig. 2. Observed unique user uploads of landscape photos per hectare in 250-m radius.
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landscape elements: pasture, arable land, green linear landscape ele-
ments (GLLE), forest, monuments (castles, castle gardens, wind mills
and towers), water, animals (cattle and wildlife) individual plants, and
weather phenomena (significant sky, snow or sunbeams). We compared
the relative number of occurrence of each element with the relative
regression coefficients.
In some areas the fitted model predicted less unique user uploads
than were observed while in other areas the model overestimated the
number of unique user uploads. Using the same categories as in the
previous content analysis we identified correlations between the pre-
sence of landscape elements and the performance of the model by
comparing photos in areas with different residuals. We randomly
sampled the photos according to the residuals in the grid cell of the
photos: 250 photos in areas with residuals over two standard deviations
(16 or more unique user uploads more observed than predicted), 250
photos in areas with residuals between one and two standard deviations
of residuals, 250 photos with residuals between −1 and 1 standard
deviation, and 250 in those areas with more than one standard devia-
tion unique user uploads predicted than observed. In areas with ob-
served values at least one standard deviation under the predicted level




The observed data show a pattern of several concentrations of photo
densities (Fig. 2). The main concentrations, shaded in blue (Fig. 2) were
located around known attractions such as Amelisweerd Estate (just east
of Utrecht and west of Bunnik), the Amerongen Estate and several other
estates and monuments. The areas shaded in yellow and light green
(Fig. 2) indicate low densities of landscape social media photos. Step-
wise predictor selection resulted in the inclusion of all predictors except
for the maximum slope (Slope) and the distance to orchards (Orchard),
which both had an insignificant effect on the dependent variable. There
was little to no collinearity among the predictors as the VIF of each
predictor was lower than 2 and mutual Pearson’s correlations were all
under 0.5.
The visual analysis is confirmed by the regression output (Table 2,
under “All”) as the estimate for the influence of the inverse distance to
monuments on the density of photos is relatively high. The value of
0.41 forMonuments implies that for each 100m closer to theMonuments
features, the natural log of predicted photo density increased by 0.41.
The estimates of the first six mentioned variables after the intercept all
use inverse distance to features at the same scale and can therefore be
compared with each other. After monuments, the distance to water had
the highest impact of these six variables, followed by forest, grass,
heath and green linear landscape elements.
The factor predictors cycling and hiking should be interpreted as
such that the presence of these elements in a cell increased the log-
count of the predicted photo density with the respective value. The
presence of hiking trails had a higher explanatory power than cycling
paths. All landscape features included in the model have a significant
effect on the predicted unique user uploads. The total explained de-
viance, as compared to the null-model, adjusted for the number of
predictors (D2) was 31% for all seasons.
Table 2 also shows the regression coefficient for the season specific
analyses. The most prominent differences between the seasons can be
found in the Forest, Hiking and Cycling variables. The distance to forest
correlates much stronger with photo density during the spring and fall;
hiking trails have a higher photo density during the winter and spring,
while cycling paths show the exact opposite pattern.
The hierarchical partitioning outcomes are shown in Fig. 3. The
percentage of total explained deviances is projected on the y-axis of
Fig. 3 and may reach up to 100. The dark shaded bars (individual)
represents the variance explained by the respective variable in-
dividually and the light shaded bars (joint) represent the part of the
variance explained by each variable but in combination with the other
variables. It shows that most explained deviance can be attributed to
the inverse distance to monuments. The other main contributors were
grasslands, water, forests, hiking trails and the Shannon diversity index.
In addition to the deviance explained individually by the predictors a
large proportion of the explained deviance can be attributed to the
effect of combinations of predictors. Heathland, linear elements, and
cycling paths had a smaller contribution to the prediction model.
3.2. Residuals
Visually, the predicted values show a very similar pattern as the
observed values with hotspots of predicted unique user uploads at
monument locations and along the rivers (Fig. 4). The residuals, how-
ever, show a very auto-correlated pattern as is shown in Fig. 5. High
concentrations of both high residuals (more observed than predicted)
and low residuals (more predicted than observed) are especially located
around monuments. This observation is confirmed by the results of the
content analysis of residuals.
Fig. 6 shows what percentage of the photos of high negative re-
siduals (−−) to high positive residuals (++) contained monuments,
water, forests, skies or biodiversity (plants and animals). Monuments,
water shows a strikingly similar pattern: in areas where the predicted
model had low agreement with the observed values (i.e. in areas with
either high positive or high negative residuals) these elements were
often present while they were less present when residuals were low.
Forest are often present in areas with negative residuals, meaning that
the model underestimated the density of photos. The patterns for
photos of significant skies or biodiversity are less clear. The other
landscape elements (grassland and GLLE) showed no correlation with
residuals and are left out of Fig. 6.
3.3. Content analysis
The content analysis of the general sample shows that more than
40% of the landscape photos included water and in 17% of the photos
there was forest (Table 3). Despite the high explanatory power of
monuments only 11% of the photos showed actual monuments.
Grasslands were present in 15% of the photos. We also included
weather phenomena, animals, green linear elements (GLLE) and in-
dividual plants in our content analysis. Weather phenomena, plants,
and animals were present in respectively 12, 8 and 9%. However, we
have no spatial data on the presence of these elements.
Table 2
Negative Binomial Generalized Linear Model output for all photos and seasons.
Term Regression estimates
Winter Spring Summer Fall All
(Intercept) −1.75 ** −1.77 ** −1.35 ** −2.07 ** −0.26 **
Monuments 0.37 ** 0.42 ** 0.36 ** 0.41 ** 0.41 **
Grass 0.11 ** 0.1 ** 0.07 ** 0.06 ** 0.07 **
Water 0.15 ** 0.09 ** 0.14 ** 0.12 ** 0.14 **
Forest 0.08 ** 0.11 ** 0.05 ** 0.13 ** 0.08 **
GLLE −0.01 −0.04 0.03 * 0.07 ** 0.03 **
Heath 0.04 ** 0.08 ** −0.02 0.04 * 0.06 **
Population 0.14 ** 0.16 ** 0.15 ** 0.16 ** 0.14 **
Hiking 0.32 ** 0.35 ** 0.25 ** 0.21 ** 0.31 **
Cycling 0.02 0.06 ** 0.15 ** 0.15 ** 0.12 **
Shannon 0.33 ** 0.38 ** 0.09 ** 0.41 ** 0.24 **
D2 0.23 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.31
** p < 0.001.
* p < 0.01.




The results of this paper indicate that it is indeed possible to go
beyond simple counts of social media observations in analyzing land-
scape preferences. The first promising observation from the model
analysis is that our set of predictors increased the predictive power of
the model up to almost one third of all deviances as compared to a
model with an equal distribution of unique user uploads per grid cell.
Also, the visual comparison of the observed values and the predicted
values confirm the impression that the set of predictors strongly cor-
relates with the landscape preferences of people in the Kromme Rijn
area and overall patterns are well-explained.
Considering the high significance of the landscape elements such as
water, grasslands and forest as predictors of landscape preferences we
can confidently confirm our hypothesis that landscape preferences are
correlated with the presence of specific landscape attributes. One of the
interesting results of the analysis is that especially the combination of
these elements contributed to the predictive power of the model. This is
Fig. 3. Relative importance of predictors showing joint effect of explanatory variables with other variables and individual contribution of explanatory variables.
Fig. 4. Predicted values of unique user uploads from model estimation.
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also confirmed by the positive relation between the Shannon Diversity
Index and the density of photos. One of the main determinants of
landscape preference is landscape variation; a finding that is confirmed
in many stated preference studies (Ode, Fry, Tveit, Messager, & Miller,
2009; Pinto-Correia, Barroso, Surová, & Menezes, 2011; Sayadi,
González-Roa, & Calatrava-Requena, 2009), but now also clearly de-
rived from an analysis of social media data.
The results of the GLM and the results of the content analysis show a
somewhat different picture. Where monuments have by far the largest
influence on the model (Fig. 3), they are only present in 11% of the
photos in the content analysis. The presence of water and forest, on the
other hand can be interpreted as higher than expected from the GLM
outcomes. It shows that the presence of monuments attracts visitors to
the landscape but these monuments do not necessarily contribute to the
aesthetic value of the landscape themselves. Moreover, the high ex-
planatory power of the monuments variable is striking as photos of
Fig. 5. Residuals of observed values minus predicted values. In the red areas the model predicted too low values while in the blue areas the model predicted too high
values. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Percentages of photos containing monuments, water, plants or forests and value within areas with very high positive, positive, close to zero, negative and very
high negative residuals.
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monuments were filtered out. Photographs including monuments were
only used in this study if they were part of the landscape as opposed to
photos of monuments alone.
The interpretation of the distance to monuments coefficient is
therefore complex. If the monument features are interpreted as a
landscape element increasing the aesthetic appreciation of the land-
scape, they can be treated the same way as the more ‘natural’ features
and partly explain landscape appreciation as such. However, some
monuments include several hectares of agricultural fields as part of the
estate which are subject to specific landscape management regulations
(Boon & Schuurman, 2008). It is difficult to determine if the appre-
ciation is related to this typical form of landscape or to the monument
itself. In addition, the castles and monuments often serve as museums
and therefore attract many visitors that also venture on a walk through
the surrounding estate after visiting the museum. Higher photo den-
sities might be explained by higher volumes of people who not ne-
cessarily were attracted to the landscape per se but revealed appre-
ciation for the landscape surrounding the main attraction for their visit.
Fig. 6 reveals that monuments are seldom found on photos in areas
with low residuals. This indicates that the average coefficient does not
accurately reveal the influence of distance to monuments. The density
of unique user uploads at some monuments is overestimated while it is
the opposite around other monuments. Similar to monuments, some
water bodies and forest increase the landscape preference more than
others. Just as there is a great variety of different monuments (Wind
mills, castles, churches) there are different water bodies such as the
river Lek, the Kromme Rijn and several small canals.
The high number of forests on photos in areas where the model
overestimated photo density is surprising. An explanation could be that
forests are appreciated as elements from a distance as part of a mosaic
of land uses or vista, rather than from close by. Similar interpretations
have been made by Clay and Daniel (2000) and Hammitt, Patterson,
and Noe (1994). Viewshed analysis may be helpful to include in order
to include the effect forests have on other landscape elements (Casado-
Arzuaga, Onaindia, Madariaga, & Verburg, 2014; Ervin & Steinitz,
2003; Yoshimura & Hiura, 2017).
The seasonality of landscape preferences was surprisingly limited.
Apart from the popularity of hiking trails in the winter and spring, as
compared to the summer and fall, and the exact opposite for cycling
paths, we found no evident difference among seasonal regression esti-
mates. It appears as though the drivers of landscape preference in the
Kromme Rijn do no not differ per season.
4.2. Methodological advances
The usage of social media as a proxy for landscape appreciation has
three main advantages over traditional stated preference studies. First,
they show a trace of actual behavior instead of stated preferences that
may suffer from a hypothetical bias. Related to this advantage, second,
the photos provided by the users contain information of in situ experi-
ences capturing both the local context and experience, as opposed to
visualization created by researchers which may give good representa-
tions of the biophysical environment but can produce perceptions in-
consistent with those in the actual landscape (Daniel & Meitner, 2001).
A third advantage of using social media data is that it is relatively cheap
and less time consuming than extensive surveys.
Social media have been used as a proxy for landscape appreciation
before. However, only very few studies have included content analysis
of the actual photos (e.g. Richards and Tunçer, 2018; Richards and
Friess, 2015; Oteros-Rozas et al. 2017). The main advantage of content
analysis is visual evidence of what it is people appreciate at each lo-
cation, as compared to a mere location. Additionally, the content ana-
lysis provided an extra validation of the correlations found and offered
a qualitative insight in concentrations of residuals. A small case study
allowed manual content analysis. Advances in machine learning tech-
niques will most likely make it possible to automate the content ana-
lysis, making it possible to perform this type of analyses on a larger
scale (e.g. Richards and Tunçer, 2018).
However, social media are not the panacea for all landscape pre-
ference related research questions as the method has some pitfalls too
(Crampton et al., 2013). There is hardly any information available on
the users of the social media platforms, which makes inferences more
difficult (Tenerelli et al., 2016). Some studies suggest the population of
social media users is skewed towards higher educated people (Li,
Goodchild, & Xu, 2013). However, methods to identify background
information of users and connect them to individual photos are limited.
Additionally, social media data often represent a relatively longer
timeframe, complicating comparison with static spatial data. Patterns
found in “big data” can offer new insights into human behavior but
should be treated with caution (Crampton et al., 2013).
The relative simplicity of the method enables research in many case
studies and comparisons across landscapes with much less effort; it
provides the opportunity for large scale assessment of regional land-
scape perception. An example of such comparison is Oteros-Rozas et al.
(2017). However, while that comparison was only based on simple
counts of photo elements and landscape elements, we have shown that
formal modeling using spatial predictors can shed additional insights.
The overall method of VGI analysis applied in this paper provides
two advances over the cruder photo user day method used in the
InVEST model depicting recreation (Sharp et al., 2016). First of all, the
filtering of photos before analysis ensures the focus on landscape aes-
thetic appreciation, while the analysis through generalized linear
modeling with content analysis provides insights in the spatial de-
terminants of the observed patterns. An interesting outcome was that
the spatial determinants of the photos (i.e. the results of the GLM) do
not necessarily correspond to the content of the photos. In other words,
where photos are taken does not necessarily equal to what photos are
taken. Examples of such differences are provided by the monuments,
which were absent from most photos, but were still the most important
spatial predictor of photo density; or forests which were often present
on photos but its location had only limited influence on the density of
photos.
4.3. Application of findings
From an academic perspective this method can be applied to give a
detailed summary of the appreciated characteristics of a particular
landscape. It provides a quantitative and replicable method to in-
corporate some aspects of the value and meaning of landscape; a di-
mension often neglected due to its intangible and hidden nature
(Plieninger et al., 2015). Tieskens et al. (2016) provided a very rough
characterization method of landscapes on a continental scale using the
structure, intensity and value or meaning of the landscape. However,
they treated these dimensions as separate pillars in the landscape, while
it is the link between those dimensions that characterizes the landscape
(Antrop, 2005). In this paper we explicitly made the link between the
structure of the landscape (the landscape elements) and the value and
meaning (the aesthetic appreciation). The results of the hierarchal
Table 3
Percentage of photos with presence of each landscape element in random sample (1000) of photos.
Monument GLLE Water Forest Weather phenomena Plant Animal Grass
Present in photos 11% 12% 41% 17% 12% 8% 9% 15%
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partitioning (Fig. 3) reveal which landscape elements contribute to the
character of the landscape while the regression coefficients show how
strongly each element contributes. One can imagine that two land-
scapes similar in terms of landscape element configuration but located
elsewhere might produce different results. What links the physical
structure to the value and meaning is what characterizes the landscape.
The link between management intensity and landscape appreciation
which is currently still missing from this method, can also be assessed
through social media and potentially highlight difference in apprecia-
tion of the everyday landscape by visitors and residents (Vouligny,
Domon, & Ruiz, 2009).
Additionally, this method also has more direct and applied merits.
For instance, the model can be used by local governments assessing how
proposed interventions can produce different patterns of landscape
appreciation. Also, the construction of recreation infrastructure can be
planned more exactly at those locations where landscape appreciation
is estimated to be highest. Of course, the same can be done for land-
scape elements that have an assumed negative effect on the landscape
such as wind turbines. Applying the proposed method can for instance
reveal where placing wind turbines does the least harm to the predicted
aesthetic appeal of the landscape.
5. Conclusion
We proposed a method that can successfully explain spatial patterns
of aesthetic appreciation of landscape elements on a local scale. We
linked the structural elements of the landscape with its value and
meaning, providing an in-depth way of quantifying the appreciation
and a characterization of the landscape. However, some elements had a
more complex spatial relation to the environment. With the combina-
tion of content analysis and GLM we showed how the location and the
physical presence of landscape elements both can have their own in-
fluence on landscape preferences.
Our results show that social media content provides a powerful
indicator of appreciation of the environment and/or visitation rates of
places. Additionally, content analysis of the photos can show on a very
detailed level what it is that is appreciated in a landscape and can make
a more accurate characterization of the appreciated landscape.
However, our analysis also suggests that there are more mechanisms
that draw people to a place than just its visual attractiveness. The high
concentrations of landscape photos around monuments suggest that
people often take a photo of a landscape while being there for different
reasons, not revealed by social media. Therefore, a broader set of
methods remains essential for studying motivations for nature tourism
and recreation. Social media data should be incorporated in these
methods as it is able to provide evidence of what parts or elements of
the landscape are valued, where people are interacting with the land-
scape, and how these interactions characterize a landscape.
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